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Design

Design Phase


 Perform
Performfunctional
functionalsimulation,
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and
analyze
analyzesimulation
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Placing Logic
Symbols in
Your Design
You can easily select and
place logic symbols with the
Part Browser.
Use generic (e.g., gates or
flip-flops), or 7400 Series
logic symbols.
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Placing DSL Blocks in Your Design
Enter blocks of DSL (Design
Synthesis Language) to specify
logic for your design.

DSL context-sensitive
help by pressing F1.

MicroSim Text Editor
Insert pre-defined DSL
"templates."
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Running PLSyn
Start PLSyn from
Schematics.

Start it separately like
any Windows application.
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the
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Select the solution that best
meets your requirements.
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Select the part(s) to use
for the chosen solution.
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Functional & Timing Simulation

Use Probe
to debug
the results
of your
simulation.

View digital and
analog waveforms together.
click

Preparing for
PCB Layout
Use PLSyn to update the
schematic with the selected
part(s).
When you create the PCB
netlist for the system, the
PLDs/CPLDs will be
included.
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MicroSim
MicroSim PLSyn
PLSyn
Lets you bring accurate circuits to market faster!
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